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Community punishment from the aspect of criminal procedure

The main points of the doctoral thesis

The research explains the reason why community punishment seems to work inefficiently in

Hungary and further attempts to offer a solution to the problems.

The subject matter of the thesis lies at the intersection of restorative justice and community

punishment and has examined the restorative instruments existing in domestic criminal

procedure currently in force through the prism of community punishment. The thesis sees the

solution to the problems regarding community service work in the alternative tools available

in the criminal procedure.

as a diversion tool provided throughout criminal procedure and on the other hand as an option

to substitute community service work with. The study of domestic and foreign literature was

conducted with the analytical and the comparative method, although the descriptive and the

historical methods were also applied.

The need for research into community punishment is underpinned by the fact that community

punishment represents almost 20% of all punishment in Hungary in 2016. The more the

imposition of community punishment rose, the more the number of ongoing or unenforceable

community punishments increased.

The theoretical background of the research

The historical chapter of the thesis presents the general and national history of community

punishments based on university course books. This is followed by the comparison of and

distinction between community punishment and community service work imposed as an

administrative fine. The comparative method was used to examine international practice, and

in particular that of Germany, Austria, Romania and Finland bearing resemblance to the

Hungarian legislation.

Institutions of the criminal procedure as alternatives to community service work are presented

from a practical point and demonstrated through legal cases. During the analysis we examined

the national practice of using diversion such as the postponement of indictment, mediation

proceedings, as well as differentiated procedures such as putting on expeditious trial or non-

trial between 2010 and 2015 (data regarding the year 2016 were not available at the closing of

the manuscript).



In the capital the postponement of indictment, mediation proceedings, as well as putting on

expeditious trial or non-trial were analysed when the cases in question closed with community

punishment between 2010 and 2015.

The analysis of practices both nationwide and in the capital supported the recommendation of

the thesis that alternatives provided during criminal procedure and community punishment are

interchangeable. The implementation of diversionary measures has increased on a national

scale and in the capital

community punishment was imposed.

The number of court orders ending without a trial both at a national scale and in the capital

brought about the issue this thesis has also addressed, namely that it is necessary for the

offender to appear at court if community punishment is imposed.

The alternative instruments of criminal procedure have been assessed in light of the new

Criminal Procedure Code.

The thesis has assessed reprimand, conditional sentence, suspended prison sentence,

community punishment and imprisonment as alternative criminal sanctions from a practical

as potential substitutes for

community service work punishment (conditional sentence, suspended prison sentence with a

probation officer and applying special behavioural rules) are based on the book entitled

by 19.

Community work has been assessed based on research carried out by the Hungarian National

Justice Institute and Gombik Gergely as well as the 2013 report by the Commissioner for

Fundamental Rights and has called attention to the fact stated in the findings of above studies

that community punishment is not applied for the appropriate criminal offences and offenders.

Between 2010 and 2015 there was a study carried out at national level as to the number of

cases probation officers implemented community punishment and as to the actual number of

probation officers involved. Based on this, although the number of cases involving

community work punishment increased, the number of probation officers decreased. As a

result, the number of uncompleted cases grew.

Hungary by Sipos Ferenc in his doctoral  kapcsolatos
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Magyar 20, thus it is not only exclusively the present thesis that deals with the

preservation of the full value of community service work.

The individual research

The individual research examined the application of community punishment in the capital city

between 2010 and 2015 from the very birth of community punishment that is from the

of the probation officer.

The period under examination between 2010 and 2015 was a six-year interval. The

examination of the judicial sentencing phase involved the assessment of 12020 cases

including the detailed analysis of 1863 cases. During the enforcement stage 7663 cases were

followed up.

The examination of the judicial sentencing phase involved all the community punishment

sentences proposed at first instance by all the district prosecution offices in Budapest and

ruled at first instance by the courts (altogether 12020 cases). The proposed prosecutorial

motions were over 75%, typically 85%, identical with the final court ruling. The identical

practice of the two law enforcement bodies can be explained by the fact that pursuant to the

order of the Constitutional Court of Hungary as of 1 January 2011, prosecution must be

present at all hearings, thus the prosecution and the court directly come face to face those

cases where the partner authority proposes and/or rules community punishment.

Following the community punishment practice of the capital city, the detailed analysis of the

practice of Budapest District VIII between 2010 and 2015

was carried out. The subject of the examination was to identify the types of criminal offences

subject to criminal procedure resulting in community punishment as well as to examine the

practice of issuing motions by the prosecution and the subsequent ruling by the court

(altogether 1863 cases).

I highlighted and analysed carefully those particular offences whose ratio was 10% or over

every year considering all offences. These included theft, drug abuse, vandalism, drink-

driving, falsification of public documents, defacement, evasion of alimony or maintenance

obligation and bodily harm. Vandalism, drug abuse and theft altogether represented 74% of

all cases, therefore the further analysis of this trio was considered necessary.
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The research followed the destiny of community punishment cases and compared the

prosecutorial motions and the court rulings. Based on the comparison of motions and rulings

the research has come to the conclusion that the prosecutorial and court practices were similar

in case of the three most common offences.

The research into the enforcement stage of community service work involved the tracking of

7663 cases during the period of three-five years. The examination was carried out according

to the type of the final court ruling because the outcome of enforcement is not only the

successful serving of the sentence versus conversion to imprisonment but also referral due to

lack of territorial jurisdiction, termination of enforceability, medical unfitness, maternity leave

or death as well as uncompleted cases.

The comparison of successful and unsuccessful completion of cases shows that as years go by

during enforcement, serving of punishment does not increase, while conversion is decreasing.

The number of orders converted to imprisonment over time is decreasing in line with the

number of uncompleted cases, thus the approximation of the sentencing and enforcement

practices is non-visible.

Recommendations of the thesis and the summary of scientific results

Based on the research field work it has been concluded that the approximation of the

sentencing and enforcement practice is necessary in order to resolve the problems regarding

community service work. The analytical study of the imposition of sentences can serve as a

model to prove that the practice of the national enforcement powers is progressive as the

application of community punishment by prosecution and the court has converged and the

frequency of application by prosecution of alternative proceedings has increased regarding

cases evolving into community punishment.

lopment

of an -  that is the use of diversion tools at the earliest possible

stages of the criminal procedure. The thesis considers community punishment an adequate

sanction only in case of a - . The thesis recommends the

implementation of a mandatory integrated employability assessment into the judiciary stage.

There is a need to establish such a professional forum through which probation officers can

submit their proposals and problems directly to the sentencing judges. The thesis recommends

the extension of the number of probation officers, the organisation of group sentence by the

National Probation Service, the extension of the number of weekend employers, the promotion



of community punishment as clever punishment since currently this type of sentence is

undervalued. Furthermore, the thesis recommends the involvement of voluntary organisations

into employment as the activities performed by them do not undermine the labour market.

Let us save community service work punishment.
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